Join us for success in the New Health

Quintiles is uniquely positioned to help you maximize the value of your data in today's evolving biopharma landscape. Contact clinical@quintiles.com or visit www.quintiles.com/dm to get started.

Quintiles is your ally in the New Health for data driven innovation.

Flexibility and innovation to meet your needs

With over 1,500 data management employees in 12 offices across five continents, Quintiles has an established global infrastructure to give you flexibility that best meets your study requirements.

Data intelligence

Powered by our advanced knowledge engine Quintiles Infosario®, we harness the power of data by integrating information from diverse data sources – including the Oracle InForm™ and Oracle® Clinical platforms, as well as Quintiles Outcome's patented Outcome System® platform. It is The Data Driven Difference™ that enables new streamlined strategies like risk based monitoring – a targeted trial monitoring approach that reduces risk while maintaining quality.

We have taken a leadership position in industry organizations, such as CDISC, working side-by-side with pharmaceutical companies to define industry data standards and drive implementation and regulatory acceptance.

Sourcing models

To meet your unique needs, we can structure a customized working relationship. Whether you need data management as a standalone service, part of a full-service relationship or full functional outsourcing, we can tailor a solution to meet your needs.

Global service options

We offer a variety of service engagements, including:

- Data management for Phase I-IV clinical studies
- Data management consulting
- Flexible data entry and collection options, including EDC, paper and direct into sponsor database
Accurate, clinical trial data at the speed you need

In *the New Health*, biopharmaceutical companies are under intense pressure to trim the cost and time of drug development. Since data plays such a critical role, it makes sense that faster access to accurate clinical trial data can improve decision making and accelerate overall clinical development.

Quintiles is your ally for navigating the complexities of clinical data management. Our flexible solutions meet your need for speed, without compromising data integrity or accuracy. And, because we proactively manage the challenging data issues that can arise during a trial, we can anticipate trouble spots before they become issues and focus on delivering a quality database with a goal of zero critical findings.

**High-quality, fast, proactive data management at every phase of study**
From database build, through cleaning and reporting, to delivery of a locked database, Quintiles is committed to configured solutions that emphasize transparency, integrity and accountability as much as they do speed and accuracy.

Our three-pronged approach to data management merges quality, speed and proactive thinking to deliver timely, reproducible data for your clinical trial.

**High-Quality**
- Getting it right the first time

**Fast**
- Speed up data delivery at every phase of your study

**Proactive**
- Take initiative to manage risk and drive success

Quintiles sets the standard for fast access to clean, reliable data with customized solutions, flexible options and our expansive global infrastructure.
“Quintiles has consistently demonstrated superior performance and partnership by working to reduce timelines and streamline processes.”

—Vice President of Global Clinical Data Services, Pfizer

High-Quality — Getting it right the first time Drawing upon our industry-leading expertise and robust quality processes, we'll work with you to provide:

> A smoother study from start up — Expert CRF and database design promotes accurate data collection from the start – reducing data inaccuracies, omissions and overall queries.
> A low margin of error throughout your trial — Data team leads with an average of seven years' experience combine platform-specific SOPs with continuous monitoring to drive quality.
> Confidence that your database will stay locked — Robust QC at database lock, including Statistical Process Control and a multi-step process, facilitates final sign-off and transfer on the first attempt.

Fast — Speeding your trials with advanced data management technology From database build to database lock, speed matters. We work closely with you to help ensure:

> A database ready for first patient in — Pre-validated code libraries, precise edit checks and validation, and accurate CRF design mean that your database can be in production in less than 12 weeks.
> Faster access to clean data during studies — Monthly data review, interim database locks and dynamic data reporting streamline query management and speed project timelines.
> Fewer last-minute delays and shorter timelines — Our depth of experience and proven methodology help ensure that your database is ready to be locked upon receipt of last patient/last visit data.

Proactive — Anticipating and responding to every obstacle in your way Upfront planning ensures a strategy designed to meet your objectives; trial analytics allow agile response to problems as they occur. We provide:

> Data insights you can act on — Our innovative knowledge engine Quintiles Infosario® delivers meaningful analytics that empower immediate action when problems occur and includes efficient workflows like risk based monitoring.
> Configured solutions — Always keeping your study’s outcome in mind, we integrate biostatistics, clinical monitoring and data management to prevent costly setbacks.
> Alignment for therapeutic complexity — Quintiles’ expertise in complex disease areas can help inform your data collection strategy. For example, in oncology trials, our Oncology Center of Excellence provides scientific input to capture the right data.
Flexibility and innovation to meet your needs

With over 1,500 data management employees in 12 offices across five continents, Quintiles has an established global infrastructure to give you flexibility that best meets your study requirements.

**Data intelligence** Powered by our advanced knowledge engine Quintiles Infosario®, we harness the power of data by integrating information from diverse data sources — including the Oracle InForm™ and Oracle® Clinical platforms, as well as Quintiles Outcome’s patented Outcome System® platform. It is The Data Driven Difference™ that enables new streamlined strategies like risk based monitoring — a targeted trial monitoring approach that reduces risk while maintaining quality.

We have taken a leadership position in industry organizations, such as CDISC, working side-by-side with pharmaceutical companies to define industry data standards and drive implementation and regulatory acceptance.

**Sourcing models** To meet your unique needs, we can structure a customized working relationship. Whether you need data management as a standalone service, part of a full-service relationship or full functional outsourcing, we can tailor a solution to meet your needs.

**Global service options** We offer a variety of service engagements, including:

- Data management for Phase I-IV clinical studies
- Data management consulting
- Flexible data entry and collection options, including EDC, paper and direct into sponsor database

**Join us for success in the New Health** Quintiles is uniquely positioned to help you maximize the value of your data in today’s evolving biopharma landscape.

Contact clinical@quintiles.com or visit www.quintiles.com/dm to get started.